Fandango, Yelp, and Google Local are being used to find nearby attractions like restaurants, movie theaters, hair salons, and more. MapQuest, Google Navigation, and
Google Maps help users navigate to a destination of their choice. All of these applications use the GPS device in Android smartphones and have a possibility of storing location data on the mobile device for future analysis by a forensics scientist.
New applications for the Android platform are being released every day. Google has a minimal screening process before they put applications on the Google Play market meaning anyone can create and release an application on the Google Play marketplace.
According to AppBrain and Google, the Google Play market now has over 700,000
applications. Due to this large number of applications, it would take an extremely long amount of time to manually search all of these applications for location data. Not only are there a large number of applications currently on the market, the number of applications are growing every day. There can be anywhere from 15,000 to 37,500 new applications on the Android Market every month. [2] The mobile forensic community needs a toolset to keep track of where location data is being stored and to analyze new applications when they are released for new files containing location data -these are the problems this thesis hopes to address. 
Android partitions
Another aspect of Android we must understand is how the data is partitioned.
There are eight partitions in total: boot, system, recovery, data, cache, misc, sdcard, and sd-ext. [5] The boot partition allows the Android device to boot and includes the kernel and ramdisk. There is no valuable data which should be retrievable from this partition since applications will not be saving to it.
The system partition contains the entirety of the operating system including components like the user interface and system applications which come pre-installed from the manufacturer. Since the system partition contains Android applications on it, it will be of interest to us and should be investigated. The recovery partition is basically a backup partition which allows you to boot into the recovery console to perform recovery and maintenance on the device.
The data partition, also called userdata, contains any user data stored on the device such as contacts, messages, and any installed applications from the Google Play market. Applications will use this partition to store any data needed for future use. This partition will be of interest when we are looking for location data. The cache partition contains data Android frequently accesses and certain app components. This partition could potentially have location data if a user is frequently in the same place or the data was recently created. The misc partition contains miscellaneous system settings like CID, USB configuration, and other hardware settings. The misc partition should not contain any location data and will not be analyzed.
The sdcard and sd-ext are both partitions pertaining to the SD card if the device has one. Android devices can have an internal and external SD card. If this is the case, the sdcard partition will always refer to the internal SD card. The sdcard partition can store anything the user wishes such as documents, media, custom ROMs, and more. The sd-ext partition is used mainly by custom ROMs as another data partition. This can be used to install more applications than normally possible with only the memory available internally. The sdcard partitions will be analyzed in case an application develop decides to store data on these partitions. In conclusion, the data, system, cache, and sdcard partitions will be of interest during our search for location data being saved on an viaExtract is another tool created by viaForensics. [7] This tool also has a large number of features like being able to bypass the lock (if adb is enabled on the device), recovery of call logs, contacts, browser history, etc., and more. viaExtract allows an investigator to save all of their data onto an external SD card similar to MPE+.
However, there is no tool to allow the investigator to examine new applications.
Academic Work
There have been other efforts in the academic world concerning Android forensics. One study, by Chen, Yang, and Liu [8] , created a tool placed on an SD card and would insert the card into the Android device they wanted to investigate. This tool would copy forensic data from the phone onto the SD card. However, this tool requires usage of Fastboot (HBoot) mode and an SD card slot on the phone, an SD card, and a computer with an SD card reader to do analysis. DroidSpotter only requires the device to have the Android operating system and a computer capable of running a virtual machine.
Rochester Institute of Technology's Justin Grover created a tool called DroidWatch as a result of his research on "Automated Data Collection and Reporting from a Mobile Device". [9] This research involved creating an Android application which would send data on the device to another system via HTTP. This research was focused on monitoring a device. DroidSpotter wants to retrieve data from a phone which is currently in custody of a forensics examiner and be able to determine the location history of a suspect.
CHAPTER III DROIDSPOTTER: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Overview of DroidSpotter
The main goal of DroidSpotter is to allow forensic scientists the ability to narrow down the number of possible locations of location data from unanalyzed applications on an image of an Android partition copied from its original hard drive. This analysis is made possible by the Android Open Source Project's emulator. This functionality will be combined with a Java program backed by a MySQL database which will keep track of where data has been found and allow scientists to update the database for future use.
A virtual machine will be used to hold all of the portions of this project in order to keep researchers safe from malware. Figure 3 shows a visual representation of the expected forensic process an investigator would go through when using DroidSpotter. DroidSpotter. The first step involved creating sample location data on an Android device in order to ensure the data being found in the research was valid. The second step was creating a virtual machine to host the Java program and emulator. The third and final step was downloading and getting the Android Open Source emulator to compile.
Creating sample location data
In order to know the process was capable of gathering data from an Android device, sample data was created using a Motorola RAZR MAXX smartphone.
Applications like Google Latitude, Facebook, Twitter, and more were used to report its location in various ways on the device. The phone was then rooted via a process detailed on the XDA Forums. Applications like SSHDroid for Android and WinSCP for
Windows were used in order to transfer the files to a desktop computer for analysis.
Once the files were transferred to a desktop computer, they were manually analyzed the files for GPS data. After the existence of location data being saved in files on the mobile device was confirmed, the next stage of the implementation of the tool could start:
creating a tool to identify the location of GPS data files on Android devices.
Virtual machine
Since the goal of this project was to create a professional forensics tool, the decision to host the tool on a virtual machine using VMWare's vSphere client was beneficial for In order to get the Android source code to compile and run, several steps must be taken. First, the envsetup.sh script is run to setup the environment variables for the emulator. Second, the lunch command is run with the desired build and build types specified. Third, the make command is run to recompile any code which has been modified since the last run of the emulator. Finally, the emulator command is run.
There are several different options for the emulator command. Here are the options in the emulator used for this tool:
The emulator portion is simply the name of the command itself. Any of the other options which contain locations are relative to the /home/jeff/WORKING_DIRECTORY folder. The -sysdir option specifies the location of the system directory which is out/target/product/generic in this case. The -system option specifies the location of the system.img file which is created after the source code is compiled and made. Theramdisk, -data, and -sdcard options specify the location of their respective image (.img)
files. -Kernel specifies the location of the kernel for the emulator. -Skindir specifies where the skins for the emulators are located which make the emulator to look like specific devices. The -skin option is a specific example of one of these skins. Thememory option specifies how much RAM the emulated device should receive and the - The -logcat option tells the emulator the user wants to view the output from logcat as the emulator is running. There are seven different priorities for logcat and each priority has its own letter code: Verbose (V), Debug (D), Info (I), Warning (W), Error (E), Fatal (F), and Silent (S). Verbose is the lowest priority meaning every log message will be outputted. Since the messages output by this tool are not considered high priority, the Verbose tag is used when outputting information about when the Location API is called. These modifications will be shown in more detail later. The output of logcat is piped into the grep command so only the relevant output will be displayed.
Modifying the Android source code
Once the code was compiling properly, it was time to modify the Android source code to have it report when the Location API calls are being made. In the Android source code, there is a Location package with several classes. The most important ones are the Location, LocationManager, and LocationProvider classes.
The Location class is an object used to represent a geographical spot on the globe. A Location consists of a latitude, longitude, timestamp, and other information such as bearing, altitude, and velocity. This is good since this means every Location object will have coordinates and an associated timestamp. This will allow us to know where the phone was and when the Location object was created.
The LocationManager class provides access to the system location services. The LocationManager class is used by applications to obtain updates of the device's geographic location and it is used to access the location providers. The
LocationManager is used to register location update listeners and notifies the device when the location of the device changes.
The LocationProvider class is a superclass of different location providers which deliver information about the current location. There are three different types of location providers: network, GPS, and passive. The network provider uses the mobile network signal or Wi-Fi to determine the device's location. The GPS provider uses the GPS receiver in the mobile device to determine its location via global positioning satellites.
The passive provider is a special location provider for receiving locations without actually initiating a location fix by providing locations generated by other providers.
In addition to modifying the Android Location classes, the File Java library was modified as well. Whenever a file is created, a message will be sent to logcat via the System.out.println call of Java. The filename will be printed along with the filepath if it is known. This allows the analyst to see any files created when an action is taken on the emulator.
Finding location data
The process to find location data is fairly simple using this tool. Once you have made the emulator, start the emulator and unlock the device. Next, you must install the desired APK to the emulator. To install an application, simply type './adb install <location of APK>' without the quotes and brackets. A terminal window will be brought up and tell you the results of the installation process. If the installation has completed successfully, the next step is creating a fake location for the emulated GPS on the emulator. This is accomplished by using telnet to connect to the emulator by typing 'telnet localhost <port number>'. The port number is displayed at the top of the window of the emulator and is typically run on port 5554. When the telnet connection has been established, the command 'geo fix <longitude> <latitude>' can be entered to give the GPS a fake location for the device where longitude and latitude are the coordinate values the user desires. Once this has finished, go to the emulator and start up the application.
The user should then interact with the application in such a way to cause the location API to be called.
Anytime the GPS module is used by an application, a message will be output to Currently, this column will always be "Location" since this research is only concerned with location data. In the future, there may be other kinds of data stored in this database.
Data location is where on the image the information is stored relative to the image.
Partition name column states what image the data is stored on. Notes is a column
used by the creator of the entry to add details the analyst may need to know about the data. The app location column is used to maintain where the application file is stored relative to the data partition. APK location is a column denoting where the APK is being stored for the purpose of the database. All of the APKs analyzed during this research are including on the hard drive of the virtual machine. These APKs can be installed to the emulator and can be of use to those who may not possess an Android device. The apkName is the column that states what the name of the APK file is when it is found natively on an Android device.
In order to mount the images specified in the UI of the tool, the sudoers file was edited to make it so the mount command does not require a password. This is done by using the visudo command to open the sudoers file. The NOPASSWD option is then added to the commands needed, in this case the mount and find commands. The find command is added to ensure when searching for APKs in the images that no files are excluded due to permission issues.
Once the sudoers file was modified, bash scripts were created for each image to assist in mounting the image. Each partition has a dedicated folder to be mounted on:
sysdir for system, userdir for userdata, sdcarddir for the SD card, and cachedir for the cache image. The script tests to see if an image is currently mounted in the directory for the partition. If there is an image currently mounted, it is unmounted and the new image is mounted to the directory. Otherwise, the image is simply mounted to the directory.
The names of these scripts correspond to the image being mounted: system.sh, userdata.sh, sdcard.sh, and cache.sh.
With the image now mounted, the tool recursively searches for any application in the subsequent folders. A file is determined to be an application based on its .apk 
CHAPTER IV CASE STUDIES
The main point of this research was to create DroidSpotter and have it be able to successfully identify new data for forensic investigators. In order to ensure this was accomplished, several different Android applications were analyzed. Applications were examined by attempting to use them in a way which caused the Location API in the Android operating system to be called. If the application caused the Location API to be used, any subsequent files output by the emulator were investigated for saved location data. The more interesting applications will be discussed in detail here.
Twitter
To analyze the Twitter application, a tweet was created with a photo attached to it taken by the camera provided by the Android operating system. This tweet was then sent out using the application. My personal Twitter account was used to create and send out the tweet. The database file 23229968.db was found after sending out the tweet.
This database contains several different tables, the most interesting of which is 'statuses'
as shown in Figure 6 . This SQLite file shows the most recent tweets in a particular user's feed with a wealth of information about the post such as a UNIX timestamp for when it was created, what application was used to send the tweet, the unique ID for the author of the tweet, and if the user had location data enabled for Twitter, a longitude and latitude of the user's device. Inside the application's cache folder, there is a dedicated photos folder. This folder contains any photos associated with the Twitter account. If the photos are taken with a GPS camera, they may contain location data in the EXIF geolocation tags.
Google Maps
There are several applications associated with Google Maps such as Google Navigation and Google Local. The Google Navigation application was used to discover the location data files in this research. The data was created by searching for directions to a nearby location. A file named da_destination_history is a SQLite database This type of analysis could be extended to other types of data available through the Android API. There are several other Android and Java classes which could be of interest to a forensics analyst like contacts, SQL calls, URLs, HTTP request, calendar data, and more. However, this functionality is outside the scope of this research since we are solely concerned with location data.
Of course, more files containing location data for the database would always be an improvement. No paid applications were analyzed during this research since there was no outside funding or grants to pay for these applications. Old versions of APKs are not officially supported by Google and therefore are difficult to find. It is possible to find these APKs on third party websites around the internet but the integrity and legitimacy of the APKs is questionable at best. The best option is to crowd source the database and have the public contribute any old APKs they possess on their phones for research purposes.
Another interesting idea would be to create a visual timeline of the location data present on all of the images currently being analyzed. This would be fairly simple to implement since all of the data encountered so far have coordinates and UNIX timestamps. Assuming all the images were from the same phone, this visual timeline would give the forensics analyst an idea of the past behavior of a suspect using the data generated from this tool. Google Maps could be used to create this visual representation of the data but Google does not allow their Google Maps API to be used in applications which are not "publically accessible".
CHAPTER VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
As shown by this research, location data is stored on Android devices by many applications. The increase in applications using location data will make finding this information on a suspect's device more valuable. It seems highly plausible a timeline of a person's whereabouts could be created from this information and used in an investigation. It is also incredibly important an investigator finds this information in a timely fashion. This is the reason why the emulator is a vital part of DroidSpotter. The emulator allows the investigator to easily find location data for newer applications which may have never been analyzed before. The forensics community could assist with finding more information with this tool and create a vast database of forensic information which would be invaluable in helping catch criminals.
